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LOCALITY:
Between the Yakna River and Icy Cape.

1884.

CHIEF OF PARTY:
John E. McSparran, Assistant.
Descriptive Report on the beach along the coast, between the Yakima River and Icy Cape.

The chart shows on a $1000$ scale, the elevation of the beach between the Yakima River and Icy Cape.

Between the mouth of the Yakima and the Eastern arm of the Yakima, back of the beach, the country is covered by heavy woods which have been partially destroyed along the line where the blazes had temporarily progressed forward in their - Icy Cape is a very shallow lake which goes very nearly dry in August.

The delta of the Yakima is a very extensive one and in 1894 the winter brought through it entered this area by three mouths as indicated - Back of the sand beach which lined the shore are mud flats, & inside them considerable stretches of forest.

Just east of Icy Cape is a small sandy inlet which seems to have been cut off from a marine ridge which came to the beach near here - inside this inlet is a very fair landing place for boats - it is one of the favored landing places of the Indians when hunting in this region.
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